
English-speaking congregation of the  
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Geneva

Experiences with worship live-streaming during the COVID-19 period 

Technical challenges and solutions



First Live-Streaming set-up, Lent3: 15Mar2020

No equipment, little knowledge 
one step to the unknown, good faith. 
- MacBook Pro, cabled internet    
- internal camera only 
- internal microphone (capturing altar 
     and lectern microphones via a small 
     loudspeaker from the sound system !) 
-  streaming direct to Youtube. 

Worship was uniquely from the sanctuary, social gathering rules allowed this. 
The separate camera was used to make direct recording for the website.
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Stage two live-streaming set-up, Lent4:  22Mar2020

First equipment is a camera switcher: 
(ATEM mini) testing with 2, 3, 4 cameras. 
- external cameras 
- direct connection to the sound system 
- two separate ‘music’ microphones 
- Zoom application for live remote readers 
    (Tom Davis providing Zoom control from his home) 
- streaming to Youtube via Zoom. 

Sanctuary limitation: maximum 5 people — live remote readers via Zoom. 
  

Technical limitation: no immediate monitoring of quality sent to Youtube! 
(Youtube images appear one minute or more after they are transmitted)
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Stage three live-streaming set-up, Lent5:  29Mar2020

Turn off sound system, all microphones  
connected directly via audio recorder. 
   
Continue with live remote readers and Tom at home  
orchestrating it all:
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Stage four live-streaming set-up, PalmSunday:  05Apr2020

First video pre-recording rather than to 
have live remote reading and enactments.  

- Separate computer as video server 

- Video monitor for visibility in sanctuary 
     (recuperated from our old side window display) 

-  Zoom used only to stream to Youtube

Remote readers can record using the free Zoom application (a meeting with ones-self!) 
or many other methods like smartphone or video camera. 

Conforming, and assembling these videos has become a standard weekly task. 
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Stage five live-streaming set-up, Easter3:  26Apr2020

Installed OBS:   Open Broadcaster Studio.  

- Free software for organising & streaming 

- Allows queueing of videos & other media 
     (thus no separate video streamer needed) 

-  Streams to platforms including Youtube 
    (thus Zoom no longer required for this functionality)

For live remote presenters, we could return to Zoom, as it is 
a powerful application for that purpose, as for meetings and webinars.  

OBS provides a dedicated front-end for live streaming, and at FHD resolution.
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Stage six live-streaming set-up, Easter4:  03May2020

Eight-channel microphone mixing desk 
installed (in the church, but unused for 25 years!)  

- flexibility for more ‘music’ microphones 
- closer microphones for singers 
- more control of music streaming mix

However, this change introduced a conflict. 
We use individual audio channels for later mixing, so thus the microphone 
connections must be split into separate feeds for stream and recording. 

The solution is stage seven !
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Stage seven live-streaming set-up, Easter5:  10May2020

Our “new” audio mixing desk is now fitted  
with an eight channel microphone “splitter” 
(yes, they do exist and a German supplier had one in stock) 

Stage seven gives us total audio control over the mix for streaming and 
allows us to record original individual microphone channels for later mixing. 

Wow !
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and the 12 appropriate cables !!



Stage eight live-streaming set-up, Easter6:  17May2020

Conversion to two identical video cameras 
 2 x Sony AX53 - wider angle, low light, 4k recording 

 ESC and GSC have contributed one camera each. 

 Photo taken during set-up for a GSC live-stream 
 on Pentecost Sunday 

 We have found that two cameras provide adequate flexibility 
 and are manageable by a single operator along with the audio 
 mixing, recording, and video streaming according to script.

A note on Youtube streaming - we had bad experience but note that quality has 
become much better - their network was probably overloaded by worship services!   

We have no control of quality once it leaves our computer here.
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